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FOREWORD

In order to determine and evaluate the physical environ-

mental capabilities of typical shelter spaces in the various

climatic regions of the United States, a series of experimental

studies has been undertaken for the Department of Defense,

Office of Civil Defense. The major objectives of the overall

effort were to:

(a) evaluate parameters determining the nature of result-

ant environment in ident;fied shelters in existing

buildings;"

(b) determine minimum equipment requirements for environ-

mental control in accordance with appropriate cr~teria;

and

(c) gather and correlate experimental data in support of

current or modified computational methuds or for direct

use as empirical information.

A majority of the experimental studies have been performed

by three contractors: The University of Florida; the MRD Division

of General American Transportation Corporation; and Guy B. Panero

Inc.

This report summarizes the portion of the effort undertaken

by the Special Projects Staff of Guy B. Panero Inc. This consisted

of a series of ventilation tests conducted at eight distinct

shelter facilities during the winter of 1963-1964 and the summer

of 1964. These facilities are located in New York City and

*Or other space having shelter potential within the framework
of the National Fallout Shelter Survey.
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surrounding suburban areas, $eparate Interim Reports have been

prepared which contain detailed information on the various tests

performed at each site.

The first seven shelters were tested under Contract No.

OCD-PS-64-66, which started on Novwmber 1, 1963, and terminated

on August 31, 1964. Mr. F. C. Allen, Office of Civil Defense,

Directorate of Research, served as the project monitor for this

effort.

The work started under Contract No. OCD-PS-64-66 was extended

under Subcontract No. B-64!iZ(4949A-3)-US with the Stanford

Research Institute. Under this subcontract ventilation tests

were performed at the eighth shelter site and Interim Reports were

prepared and completed for all the eight shelter tests. The work

effort under this subcontract was coordinated by Mr. C. A. Grubb

of the Stanford Research Institute.

GUY B. PANERO INC.

February 1966

" Now 'Now
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current records. indicate that approximately 130 million shelter

spaces have been identified providing a protection factor of 40 or

more and having a ventilation capacity of three cubic feet per min-

ute of fresh air per shelter space, or comprising 500 cubic feet

of shelter volume without ventilation. In addition, about 33 million

additional spaces could be added to the inventory by proviking fresh

air circulation (Ref. I).

Furnishing sufficient ventilation to control the chemical qual-

ity of the air within the shelter area is a fundamental habitability

requirement. Although present N.F.S.S. criteria satisfied this

need, it may not meet a minimunr habitability requirement in terms

of temperature and humidity. The O.C.D. environmental testing pro-

gram is directed, to a large extent, toward the investigation of

this aspect of shelter performanice.

In Noveolber, 1963 (the start of our testing program) the study

of the thermal behavior of shelter areas within the cores of high-

rise buildings seemed appropriate in filling the "gap" in the exist-

ing pro~ram initiated by other testing groups under contract to the

Office of Civil Defense. New York City accounts for a large portion

of such identified shelter space. The N.F.S.S. statistics list

214.O0,OOO spaces (Ref. 20 in Raw York City, of which an estimated

80 per cent* ar3 above grnund. This percentage is somewhat higher

than the national everase of abou't 66 per cent because of the large

number of hiih-ris, structures in New York.

*This estimate came from the New York City Vvil Defense

Offi ce.
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Therefore, from a cost-effectiveness viewpoint, it seemed desirable

te concentrate our effort on testing shelter areas wiLnin high-rise

buildings. Among the objectives of this part of the program were the

following:

(a) to determine the confidence level, for normal occupancy with

natural ventilation, at whir.h the inside effective temperature

would remain at 85 0 F or below during the soniir months;

(b) to determine suppiementary ventilation or cooling required

for increased confidence (higher percentile levels); and

(c) to recommend procedures for optimizing natural (draft) air

flow through the shelter area.

In commercial-type high-rise buildir~gs the apcroximate ratio of

core area to rentable floor area is about 1:10 and the normal occupancy

density ii about 100 square feet per person. One would expect, there-

fore, that the core area shelter could be occupied at the rate of one

person per 10 square feet. In public housing high-rise structures,

apartment occupancy regulStion,. are such that the density in the core

areas (hallways) would also not be less than one person per 10 squa.re

fee t.

Within the rather limited summer period of 1964., three high-rise

buildings were selected for testing:

(a) The 40i Wall Street Building-- a 70-story. .oamrcial-type

buildi - located in the financial district la downtibown

Menhatten. The 17th floor c;ore area wat tested from iWy 25

to June I1. 1964.
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(b) Building No. 7 of the John Adams Houses, New York City

Housing Authority--a 21-story apartment building located

in the Bronx Borough of New York City. The central corridor

area of the 18th floor was tested from June 21 to June 26,

1964.

(c) The AMA (American Management Association) Building--a

23-story commercial-type structure located in midtown

Manhattan. The core area on the 13th floor was tested from

August 12 to August 28, 1964.

In addition to the above tests, two New York City Public Schools,

P.S. 21 and P.S. 115, were tested during the 1964 summer vacation period.

These schools are part of the 880 schools which comprise the New York

City Public School system.

(a) Public School 115--a 1300-pupil elementary school located in

the Bronx Borough of New York City. A sub-grade cafeteria

area and part of the second floor corridor area were tested

between July 6 and July 14, 1964.

(b) Public School 21--a 1100-pupil elementary school, also located

in the Bronx Borough of New York City. A basement area and

part of the third floor corridor area were tested during

July 17 and August 1, 1964.

Since many single-family homes have a significant amount of fall-

out radiation protection, especially in the underground basement areas,

a series oý tests was conducted in the basement area of a suburban

house in Westchester County, New York, from September 9 through

September 24, 1964. An OCD pilot test survey of private homes is

.o w • • qI- m.
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presently in progress and monies have been included in the FY 1966 OCD

budget requests for a full-scale survey effort in this direction (Ref. 3).

Two underground shelters were also included in our testing program:

(a) The New Canaan shelter, a high-grade privately owned suburban

underground shelter with 328 square feet of floor area.

(b) The Vincentowrl shelter, a communal underground shelter with

1200 square feet of floor area, built and owned by a group of

rural families.

Winter tests on the New Canaan shelter, a shelter with an efficient

heat sink, were performed to investigate the lower range of the shelter's

physical environment spectrum.

Summer tests were performed on the Vin:entown shelter to ascertai-I

the performance of a community shelter designed and built (durinc the

Berlin Crisis of 1961) by a group of rural families. The construcztion

work was done in six days at a total cash outlay of about $2300.

A number of inexpensive ventilation and heat dissipation devices

were built by the Test Group, based on the designs and the work of

Fr. Cresson Kearny, Senior Test Supervisor (now with Oak Ridge National

Laboratories), in order to test their effect on improving shelter

habitability. These included directional punkahs, manual valve-type

air pumps, manual air pump and cooling coil mechanisms and a water-

cooled heat exchanger.



2. TESTING PROGRAM

2.1 General

This section contains a synopsis of the various series of tests

conducted at eight distinct shelter sites. Details of the work accom-

plished at each test site can be found in the individual Interim Reports

as listed in Ref. 4 through Ref. II.

Under the observations section of each test site summary, the

estimated shelter performance for various occupancy loads has been

related to outside air percentile summer design level conditions. These

percentile summer design level conditions represent the combinations of

wet and dry bulb temperatures, calculated independently, which would be

exceeded for the respective per cent of the hours (2928) in the four

summer months of June through September. For example, in a normal sum-

mer there should be 150 hours when the dry bulb temperature exceeds the

5 percentile dry bulb level, and 150 hours (not necessarily the same

hours' when the wet bulb temperature exceeds the same percentile wet

bulb level. Summer design level temperatures at the 1 percentile, 2½

percentile, and 5 percentile levels are available from Ref. 12, Chap. 26.

Wet bulb temperatures at the 10, 15 and 25 percentile levels can be

found in Ref. 13 and the corresponding dry bulb temperatures may be

estimated by extrapolation.

For the New York City, Upper Westchester County, and Vincentown,

New Jersey areas, these percentile levels represent the following out-

side air conditions:

4, 1P
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Outside A~r Outside Air Temperatures (2F)
Percentile Summer Upper West-

Design Level New York City chester County Vincentown, N.J.

I % 93 DB--77 WB 92½ DB--78 WB 94 DB--79 WB

22 % 90 DB--76 WB 89 DB--77 WB 91 DB--78 WB

5 % 87 DB--75 WB 86½ DB--75 WB 89 DB--76 WB

10 % 83 DB--73 WB 82½ DB--73.WB 86 DB--75 WB

15 % 80 DB--72 WB 80 DB--72 OB 83 DB--74 WB

25 % 78 DB--70 WB 78 DB-- 70 WB 79 DB--72 WB

The preconditioned air used in forced ventilation tests in the P.S.

115 and P.S. 21 basement shelter- areas was representative of a typical

10 percentile design level day in New Yark. City._ This 24-hour temperature

cycle information (used to cut the cam in the pneumatic dry bulb controller

in Test Vehicle No. 3) was obtained by ascertaining for each of the 24

hours in the day--that temperature which was equalled or exceeded for

10 per sent of the applicable hours from June through September from 1954

to 1963. Thus the controlled air supply represented a typical daily cycle

of outside air cemperatures to be anticipated for 10 per cent of the 122

summer days or about 12 days during an average year in New York City.

Graphical plots of the 10 percentile daily cycle, as well as those for

a typical 5 percentile and I percentile daily cycle, are included in

Appendix D.

..- "•.- 4
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2.2 ABOVE-GROUND (HIGH-RISE) - BLDG. NO. 7, JOHN ADAMS HOUSES. NEW YORK CITY

2.2.1 Introduction

During the period between June 21 and June 26, 1964, natural venti-

lation tests and calibration tests of heat dissipation through boundary

surfaces were performed. in an existing shelter area on the 18th floor of a

21-story apartment building (Bldg. No. 7, John Adams Houses), located in

Bronx County, New York (Ref. 4).

Aggregate simulated-occupant machines were used in the shelter area,

and the flow of outside air through this ýrea was induced by opening win-

dows and/or stairwell doors.

The primary objects of the tests were:

to ascertain the effect of natural ventilation (under varying
outside air conditions) on the physical environment in the
shelter;

to ascertain the effect of solar radiation and heat transfer
to or from the surrounding area on the shelter effective
temperature; and further

to obtc in sufficient data to predict physical environmental
conditions in the shelter at other occupancy levels and out-
side weather conditions.

Due to the restrictions imposed on the length of the Test Group's

occupancy of the site, it was not possible to elongate the natural ven-

tilation tests, or to-perform mechanical ventilation or "button-up"

tests.

2..2.2 Description

(a) Site

Buliding No. 7 is a 21-story apartment house located within the

John Adams Houses complex, a New York City Housing Authority project in

Bronx County (see Fig. No. 1). Construction was completed in 1964. The

- - ,-T./
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housing project is located on relatively open land, and the buildings rise

high above the four- to six-story structures which surround them.

The shelter area is located in the public hallway of the 18th floor.

Floor area is 400 sq. ft. and the ceiling height is 8'-0"; the protection

factor category io 5.

(b) Equipment and Instrumentation

Shelter occupancy was simulated by two valve-type aggregate Simocs

(see Fig. No. 2). A small electric pump was used to maintain water

pressure at the Simocs and the quantity of water atomized within the

shelter was measured by weighing the amount of water removed from a

supply tank. Power input to each Simoc was checked hourly by measuring

voltage and current with a voltmeter and a snap-on ammeter.

One 24-channel multipoint recorder was used to obtain hourly wet

and dry bulb temperatures in the shelter area as well as the surround-

ing rooms. Outside air conditions were obtained with a portable

psychrometer and windscope mounted on the roof, while a rotating-vane

mechanical anemometer was used to measure air velocities in the shelter

area and at the open windcws.

(c) Test Performed

Because of time limitations imposed on the test site occupancy,

it was decided to carry out only two natural ventilation tests--

crosswind and updraft--at this site. Each test was continued for 48

hours. Following these tests, a shelter calibration test was performed

to ascertain the sensible heat transfer coefficient "U" for the shelter

arep.

The Calibration Test was carried out with two Simocs, each set at

!1,600 BTU/hr. All doors and windows were c~osed and sealed. The test
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was continued for 24 hours, in the last four hours of which the tempera-

ture difference between the outside air and the average shelter dry bulb

temperature remained constant.

The first Natural Ventilation Test (Test A) was a crosswind test.

Doors and two windows in each of Apartments "C" and "G" were opened so

that air would sweep through the corridor shelter. All other doors and

windows remained closed. The Simocs were set for a total occupancy of

60 people (150 per cent rated occupancy). In Test B, the second Natural

Ventilation Test (updraft ventilation), Exit Door No. I was opened in

addition, so that the air exited via the stairwell to the building roof.

Simulated occupancy remained the same as in Test A.

2.2.3 Observations

I. In the crosswind ventilation test (Test A) the effective tempera-

ture (ET) in the shelter area increased during the night when the

wind velocity (and consequently the air flow through the shelter)

was at its lowest. This rise in ET occurred even though the outside

air wet and dry bulb temperatures decreased. During the updraft test

(Test B), the shelter ET was less dependent on the outside wind

velocity than in Test A. The air flow caused by temperature differ-

ences, or "'stack" effect, appeared to have the more significant effect

on the shelter ET, particularly when wind velocities fell below 5 mph.

2. The average ceiling dry bulb temperature was approximately 30F higher

than at the breathing level. This is the equivalent of I°F ET.

3. The value of "U" from the Calibration Test equalled 0.27. This was

approximately that obtained by calculations from the ASHRAE Guide

and Data Book.

-NNW• •
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4. This sheiter should be considered as adiabatic, during the summer

months, for purposes of calculating heat dissipation rates.

5. With an occupancy rate of 8.3 sq.ft. floor area per person, an

effective temperature of 850F should not be exceeded in the shelter

with a New York City 5 percentile outside air design level--except

during periods of unusually calm wind conditions. This occupancy

rate would permit the total building tenant population to be

accommodated in the shelter spaces on the 4th to 19th floors,

inclusive.

6. Forced ventilation is not considered a necessity in this building,

as the occasions when outside air conditions would cause the shelter

ET to rise above 850F are normally expected to prevail for only

limited periods.

7. The most effective method of inducing natural ventilation in this

type of building is to use crosswind ventilation on all floors that

contain shelter areas, augmented by updraft ventilation on the lower

floors.

8. The windows selected as air intakes should be those which face the

summer prevailing wind direction (S to SW in New York City). Outlet

windows should be located to allow the ventilating air to sweep

through as much of the shelter area as possible.

9. In apartment buildings of this type, positive ventilation is nor-

mally provided by exhaust fans removing air from the toilets and

public corridors (Ref. 15, Sec. Il). These systems could be easily

modified in an emergency so that all positive ventilation passed

tnrough the shelter area. Then if electric power were available for

the fans, approximitely 900 cfm of outside air would be drawn
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through each shelter area to assist ventilation during periods

of temporary calm winds during hot weather.
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2.3 ABOVE-GROUND (HIGH-RISE) 40 WALL STREET BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

2.3.1 Intr..oduction

Dur~in the geriod between May 25 and June 12. 1964, natural venti-

lation tests and sensible heat dissipation rate tests were performed in

a shelter area located on the 17th floor of this 70-story office building

located in the lower Manhattan section of New York Ci.ty (Ref. 5).

The primary objects of these tests were to study the ventilation

rates and physical environment obtainable in an occupied shelter, using

various modes of natural ventilation and under varying outside air con-

ditions; and' further to determine the effect on shelter effective tem-

peratut i of sensible heat transfer through shelter boundary surfaces.

Modes of natural ventilation studied included cross ventilation,

updraft ventilation and zero ventilation under closed shelter conditions.

Shelter occupancy was simulated using aggregate Simocs, and the flow of

outside air Lhrough the shelter was induced using .ombinat!ons of open

windows and doors.

2.3.2 Description

(a) Site

The 40 Wall Street Building is a 70-story office building completed

in 1930. Construction is of brick and terra cotta over a structural steel

skeleton 41,n 14-in, thick exterior walls.

The shelter proper is located in the central core of the 17th floor

(see Fig. No. 3). It consists c0 a central corridor 9 ft. wide and 112 ft.

long, to which are adjoined smaller passageways. The floor area com-

prises 1730 square feet ano ceiling height varies between 8 ft. and 8 ft..

giving as total shelter volume approximately 14.700 cu. ft. Interior
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partitions surrounding the designated shelter area are 4½Z in. thick,

constructed of gypsum block with plaster facing. The floor sleb is

9-in. reinforced concrete covered with 1/8-in. vinyl tile; the ceiling

Is composed of fiberboard acoustical tiles suspended from a 9-in.

concrete slab.

The shelter area was identified in the National Fallout Shelter

Survey (Phase 2) and assigned to protection factor category 4.

In the cross ventilation tests combinations of the double-hung

4 ft. by 5 ft. windows and the 3 ft. by 7 ft. doors into the shelter were

opened to allow air to sweep t'irough the shelter. The updraft tests used

in addition the 15 ft. by 40 ft. airshaft to create a low resistance stack.

(b) Equipment and Instrumentation

In performing these tests shelter occupancy was simulated, using

valve-type aggregate Simocs. A small electric pump was used to maintain

water pressure at the Simocs, and the quantity of water atomized within

the shelter was measured by weighing the amount of water removed from a

supply tank. Total Simoc power consumption was measured using a kilo-

watt hour, meter, and power input to each Simoc was checked by measuring

voltage and current with a voltmeter and a snap-on ammeter,

Six motor ventilated psychrometers were installed in the shelter,

as shown on Fig. No. 4. Their dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures, along

with ten additional dry bulb temperatures, were measured using copper-

constantan thermocouples and a Honeywell 24-point recording potentiometer.

Outside wind direction and velocity were monitored by a Taylor

Windscope secured to a 10-ft. boom extending from the north corner of

the 17th floor. Air velocities in the shelter were measured by a hand-

held rotating vane nechanical anemometer.
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(c) Tests Performed

A list of the ventilation tests performed in this shelter is given

below:

Test Duration No. of Openings
No. From To Occupar.ts Ventilation Mode to Shelter

I O8OI 5/25-220C 5/'5 180 Closed shelter None

2 2300 5/25-2200 5/27 180 Cross ventilation 2 windows NE
2 windows S

1/2 doors A-B

3 2300 5/27-2200 5/29 180 Cross ventilation 6 windows NE
6 windows S
Doors A-B

4 1300 611--2000 6/3 180 Updraft ventilation 6 windows S
Doors B-C-D

5 2100 6/3--2000 6/5 180 Cross ventilation 6 windows NE
plus updraft 6 windows S

Doors A-B-C-D

6 1000 6/10-1000 6/11 300 Cross ventilation 6 windows NE
plus updraft 6 windows S

Doors A-B-C-D

7 1100 6/11-1100 6/12 300 Cross ventilation 6 windows NW
plus updraft 6 windows S

Doors A-B-C-D

In additi)n, a heat transmission test was conducted to determine the

sensible heat transfer coefficient 'VJ' for the shelter.

2.3.3 Observations

I. The closed shelter test damonstrated that it would be impossible to

keep shelter openings closed for more than a few hours during summer

conditions if the shelter is loaded to rated capacity. The shelter

effective temperature (ET) climbed rapidly and stood above 850 F at

the end of three hours, stabilizing at 870F to 880 F.

- - --T._" --- --- "" • .. . -. .. : - .,•-.. .. . --l-ll;; t .....-
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2. In the two cross ventilation tests air flow averaging about 1500

cfm was established, about 8.3 cfm per occupant. No significant

difference was noted in the ventilation rate between Tests 2 and 3,

although the opening area in Test 3 was approximately double that

in Test 2.

3. During the cross ventilation tests the ventilation remained quite

constant, even during periods when the wind velocity was low. This

fact indicates that sudden rises in shelter ET due to the wind fall-

ing off for short periods should not be a serious problem in this

shelter.

4. A definite stagnant area was established in the hallway containing

psychr'v'-eter No. 2 in those tests where Door D was closed. The ET

here was some 7) F to 8°F higher than the average for the shelter.

5. When cross ventilation was combined with updraft, considerably

higher ventilation rates--up to 6000 cfm--were obtained. However

other heat producing equipment located at the base of the airshaft

makes it impossible to determine what portion of the updraft was

produced by the elevated temperatures in the shelter.

E. The heat transfer test indicates an average coefficient of heat

transfer of 0.21 BTU/(hr)(sq.ft.)(°F); the theoretical value

determined by using building material design heat transmission

coefficients is 0.24 BTU/(hr)(sq.ft.)(°F).

7. Because of this low coefficient of heat transfer, durn .m weather

only a small fraction of the total heat input will be dissipated through

shelter boundary surfaces; therefore this shelter should be :.onsidered as

adiabatic during the summer months, for purposes of calcu!atinq

heat dissipation rates.

V WN
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8. With an occupancy rate of one persun per 1) square feet of floor

area, the shelter ET will not exceed 85 0 F using natural ventilation

alone unless the outside air temperature rises above the 15 percen-

tile summer design level or during unusually calm wind conditions.

This level'is attained for approximately 450 hours, or about 5 per

cent of a noti.;al year.

9. At the 5 percentile summer des;gn ]ýývel, the shelter effective

temperature will not exceed 85 0 F, using natural ventilation alone,

if the occupancy rate is reduced to one person per 16 square feet of

floor area.

10. Assuming an occupancy load at or below one person per 10 square feet

of floor area, mechanical ventilation equipment is not considered

to be necessary for this shelter; the occasions when natural venti-

lation would result in uncomfortably high shelter effective tempera-

tures are expected to prevail for only short periods.
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2.4 ABOVE-GROUND (HIGH-RISE) AMA BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

2.4.1 Introduction

From August 12 to August 28. 196§4, natural ventilation tests and

sensible heat transmission tests were performed in a shelter area located

on the 13th floor of this 23-story office building located in the midtown

section of New York City (Ref. 6).

The primary objects of these tests were to study the air flow rates

and physicnI environment obtainable in an occupied shelter, using various

modes of natural ventilation and varying outside air conditions; and

further to Escertain the effect on shelter effective temperatures (ET)

of sensible heat transfer through shelter boundary surfaces.

Modes of natural ventilation studied included cross ventilation,

updraft ventilation, and air exchange between the core and surrounding

office areas. Shelter occupancy was simulated using aggregate Simocs,

and the flow of outside air through the shelter was ;nduced using combina-

tions of open windows and doors into the stairwell and into the shelter.

2.4.2 Description

(a) Site

The American Management Association Building is a 23-floor structure

locateJ in midtown Manhattan. This building, completed in 1963, is of

glass curtain wall construction with single-thickness, untinted glass

accounting for approximately 65 per cent of the exterior wall area.

The tested shelter area is located in thn central core of the 13th

floor (see Fig. No. 5). Floor area comprises 1622 square feet and ceil-

ing height is 9 ft.-6 in., giving as the total shelter volume 15,410 cu. ft.
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Walls adjacent to elevators and stairwells are 4 in. thick and con-

structed of hollow tile and plaster, while partition walls are composed

.of two thicknesses of 3/4-in. gypsum board separated by a 3-l/ 2 -in. air

space. Floor and ceiling are 5-1/2-in. reinforced concrete slabs, un-

finished on both floor and ceiling.

Since this building was only recently completed, it has not been

included in the National Fallout Shelter Survey. A preliminary estimate

gave a protection factor of 100 for the shelter area.

Natural ventilation of the shelter can be accomplished using either

cross currents of air through the shelter or thermal updraft through the

stairwells. On the 13th floor there are 74 projected steel sash, non-

weatherstripped windows, each 11.25 square feet, which can be opened.

In addition, the double stairwell on the east side of the shelter provides

a low-resistance stack which rises 100 ft. and exits through a hatch to

the roof or through two doors to the 23rd floor.

(b) Equipment and Instrumentation

Shelter occupancy was simulated using valve-type aggregate Simocs.

A small electric pump was used to maintain water pressure at the Simocs,

and the quantity of water atomized within the shelter was measured by

weighing the amount of waýer removed from a supply tank. Total Simoc

power coriumption was measured using a kilowatt hour meter, and power

input to each Simoc was cnecked by measuring voltage and current with a

voltmeter and a snap-on ammeter.

Four motor ventilated psychrometers were installed in the shelter

as shov'. on Fig. No. 6. Their dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures, along

with sixteen additional dry bulb temperatures, werc measured using copper-

constantan thermocouples and a Honeywell 24-point recording potentiometer.
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An additional psychrometer measuring outside air conditions was equipped

with mercury-in-glass thermometers; thermometers were also used to

measure TI and T2.

(c) Tests Performed

The ventilation tests performed ;n this shelter are listed below:

Test Duration No. of Ventilation
No. From To Occupants Mode Openings toShelter

August
1 1900/18 - 1600/20 240 Cross Venti- 6 windows SW, 6 windows

idtion NW, Doors A-B

2 1700/20 - 1600/22 240 Updraft and 6 windows SW, 6 windows
Cross Venti- NW, Doors A-B, Exit
lation door, Hatch on 23rd floor

3 1800/23 - 2400/23 240 Air Exchange Doors A-B

4 0100/24 - 0600/24 160 Air Exchange Doors A-B

5 0700/24 - 2200/25 160 Air Exchange Doors A-B-C

In the air exchange tests all outside windows were closed but doors

from the shelter to the surrounding office space were !eft open. Temper-

ature stratification in the shelter caused warmer air to flow out through

the top of the doors and cooler air to flow in at the bottom, thus effect-

ing an air exchange between the shelter and the surrounding building area.

In addition to the ventilation tests, a series of tests was conducted

to determine the coefficient o" sensible heat transfer for the shelter.

2.4.3 Observations

1. The cross ventilation test produced a good correlation between vent,-

lation rate and wind velocity. Ventilation averaged about 1200 cfm,

or about 5 cfm per person for the 240 simulated occupants.

2. During the updraft test ventilatioti was somewhat greater, averaging

about 2000 cfm. As expected, the ventilation rate was greatest
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during the night when the temperature difference between the shelter

and the outside air was greatest; it approached the cross ventilation

rate during the day when the outside temperatures were higher.

3. In the air exchange tests the expected air flow was established.

Ventilation rate through the open doors ran between 1000 and 1500 cfm.

4. No stagnant spots were observed during any of the tests. Floor to

ceiling dry bulb temperature gradient averaged 50F or less.

5. In the heat transmission test the coefficient of heat transfer, U,

was determined to be 0.31 BTU/(hr)(sq.ft.)(°F).

6. Since this low U factor means that during warm weather only a small

fraction of the total heat input to the shelter will be dissipated

through shelter boundary surfaces, this shelter should be considered

as adiabatic, during the summer months, fo; purposes of calculating

heat dissipation rates.

7. With an occupancy load of one person per 10 sq. ft. of floor area,

the shelter ET would probably rise above 850F under New York City

5 percentile outside air summer design level conditions if natural

ventilation elone is used. If the shelter occupancy load were

reduced to one person per 20 sq. ft. of floor area, the sheltor

ET should not exceed 85 0 F under the same outside air design

level conditions, except during perioos of unusually calm wind con-

ditions.

8. If core areas are loaded with one person per 10 sq. ft. of floor

area, natural ventilation alona should suffice to keep shelter
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ET below 850 F at the 15 percentile summer design level. Thus,

using natural ventilation, the ET should not exceed 85 F for more

than 5 per cent of the normal yeur.

9. The entire building population cannot be sheltered in the core

areas without increasing the shelter occupancy load above one

person per 10 square feet of floor area.
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2.5 BASEMENT AND ABOVE-GROUND. PUBLIC SCHOOL NO. 115. NEW YORK CITY

2.5.1 Introduction

A series of natural and forced ventilation tests was performed from

July 6 through July 14, 1964, in the basement cafeteria and third-floor

corridor shelter areas at Public School No. 115, East 183rd St. aiid

Ryer Ave.. Bror:x County, N.Y. (Ref. 7). A calibration test of heat dissi-

pation through boundary surfaces was also performed in each shelter area.

The prima-y objects of these tests were

to ascertain the effect of r itural ventilation (under varying
outside air conditions) on th. environment in the shelter;

to ascertain the effect of sc,.I radiation and heat transfer
to and from the surroinding media on the shelter effective
temperature (ET); and further

to obtain sufficient data to predict physical environmental
conditions in the shelter at various occupancy levels and
outside weather conditions.

Occupancy of the 3480-square foot basement area and the 400-square

foot above-ground core area was simulated by aggregate electro-mechanical

"Simocs." Forced ventilation, at controlled temperatures, was supplied

to the basement shelter from the mobile OCD shelter test vehicle. Up-

draft aod crosswind ventilation was indu.ed by opening windows and

stairwell doors.

2.5.2 Description

(a) Sit

Public School 115 is a four-story school built in 1938 ard situated

in a densely populated section of New York City. Total school population

is approximately 1400 adults and children.



The basement shelter tested was in the school cafeteria, which has

a floor area of 3480 sq. ft. The north shelter wall is buried to a

height of 10 ft. The remainder of the north wall and the east wall are

Axposed. The latter is penetrated by ten 3 ft. x 8 ft. double-hung

windows. All doors except A, B and C were sealed during the test

period (see Figs. No. 7 and 9). The protection factor category is 4.

The above-ground shelter was in a section of the third-floor

corridor. The corridor ceiling was 13 ft. nigh. Access to the shelter

was from Stairwell IV. There is one 4½ ft. x 9½ ft. double-hung window

in the shelter area (see Figs. No. 8 and 10). Protection factor

category is 2.

(b) Equipment and instrumentation

Shelter occupancy was simulated in the basement shelter by six

aggregate electro-mechanical Simocs (see Fig. No. 9). An electric

pump was used to feed water to the Simocs. Power input to each Simoc

and total moisture output were checked and adjustec hourly.

Two 24-channel multipoint recorders were used to record hourly the

wet and dry bulb temperatures of the shelter area as well as the sur-

rounding rooms and earth. Outside air conditions were obtained with

a portable psychrometer and Windscope mounted on the roof.

Forced air was supplied to the shelter from the OCO test vehicle,

hich contained a 4400-cfm fan. Air temperature ý.rom this test vehicle

was varied by an air washer and reheat coils, modilated by a tempera-

ture controller. Air flow rate in the supply duct wa5 measured by a

propeller-type anemometer.
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A single Simoc was used in the.above-ground shelter, with gravity

feed for the water supply. Sling psychrometers and mercury-in-glass

thermometers were used to obtain temperatures and relative humidities

in the corridor (see Fig. No. 10).

(c) Tests Performed

Test Duration Shelter
No.- From To Type of Test Population

July
I 0400/6--0900/7 Natural Ventilation 290*

2 1000/7--1000/9 Natural Ventilation 290*
C
03 1100/9--1600/9 Forced Ventilation 290* E
W

4 1700/9--0800/10 Forced Ventilation 290* 9

A 0900/10-1500/11 Shelter Calibration -

5 1930/7--1730/9 Natural Ventilation 40 C
o
0
t

6 1830/9--1530/11 Natural Ventilation 55
W

B 1100/13-1200/14 Shelter Calibration - 0

-hese shelter populations are based on a shelter occupancy of one
person per 12 sq. ft. of cafeteria floor area--there were insufficient
Simocs available to test at the higher density of one person per
10 sq. ft. It is also assumed that the cafeteria would oe modified for
radiation protection so that all the floor area (3480 sq. ft.)
would be available as shelter space.

The Calibration Tests were performed to obtain a 'U" for the shelter

areas. As over half of the shelter wall surface in the basement was above

ground, two 'u" values were required in this case--one for the outside air

and one for the surrounding earth. Al; uoors and windows were closed and

sealed. Two tests were performed with different Simoc loading. Each test

was continued until the temperature difference between the average shelter

dry bulb and the earth or the outside air dry bulb stabilized. Two sim-

ilar tests were performed in the above-ground corridor shelter, but
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here only one value for "U" was compuced.

The first basement Natural Ventilation Test was performed to

ascertain the air flow through the cafeteria when all the windows were

open. Outside air entered at the bottom of each window and exited at

the top, driven by temperature differential or "stack" effect. During

this test all doors leading to the shelter area were closed. In the

second basement test air entered the cafeteria via the kitchen window

and door and was forced up the stairwell to the roof by "stack"

effect. With this arrangement the kitchen could be used as a settling

chamber for fallout particles, if this were considered necessary.

Two crosswind ventilation tests were carried out in the third-floor

corridor shelter--with the corridor window and two Millinery Room win-

dows open--in order to observe the effect of wind velocity and direction

on the air flow through the shelter.

Also two Forced Ventilation Tests were performed in the basement

shelter in which controlled air (representing a summer day in New York

City which would be exceeded in temperature for approximately 12 days

per annum) was supplied to the shelter. In the first test, the flow

rate was 12 cfm/person and In the second test it was reduced to

6 cfm/person.

2.5.3 Observations

I. In the basentent test, outside wind ieiocity and direction had little

significance as the shelcer windov., were below grade. The air flow

through the shelter was influenced primarily by the difference

between the outside air and the average shelter dry bulb temperatures.

. "- - --
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2. For the above-ground test, the wind velocity and direction were much

more effective in causing air to flow through the shelter.

3, Due to the high air flows and cool outside air temperatures, the

effective temperature in both shelters remained below 850 F through-

out the tests.

4. There was a 50F temperature stratification between the shelter floor

and ceiling in both shelters during the test period.

5. The values of Ue ; 0.45 and Ua ; 0.41 obtained from the Calibration

Tests for the basement shelter appeared to be approximately right

when applied to the shelte- Heat Balance Calculations. They also

agreed with the theoretical values obtained from ASHRAE for the

building materials at the school.

6. The average calculated natural ventilation flow rate during the

basement natural ventilation tests was 11-1/2 cfm/person. In the

above-ground shelter, this value was 37-1/2 cfm/person.

7. During the summer months, approximately 40 per cent of the basement

shelter heat load will be dissipated through the walls, floor and

ceiling to the outside air and surrounding media, for limited periods

of occupancy. But the above-ground shelter should be considered as

adiabatic for purposes of calculating heat dissipation rates during

the sýrmmer.

8. The most effective method of natural ventilation of the basement

shelter is by updraft from the east wall windows via the central

stairwell to the roof. Under these conditions, the ASHRAE formula

(Ref. 12, Ch. 24) for natural ventilation due to stack effect gives

air flows comparable to the average test values if a Constant of

Proportionality, K, equal to 6.3 is used.

A
_______________________ ___________________________________________________________

q~p -- _ ____
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9. In the above-ground shelter, crosswind natural ventilation provides

the most effective method of inducing air flow through the corridor.

The windows selected as air intakes should be those which face the

summer prevailing wind direction (S to SW in New York City).

10. With natural ventilation, the basement shelter ET will not rise

above 850 F at rated occupancy (assumed to be one person/lO sq.ft.

of floor area) unless the outside air temperature increases to the

12-1/2 percentile summer design level. This percentage is attained

for approximately 325 hours in a normal year. At the 5 percentile

summer design level, shelter occupancy would have to be reduced to

210 persons (one person per 16.6 sq.ft. of floor area) in order to

maintain an ET below 850 F under similar conditions.

11. In the above-ground shelter--with the intake window wide open--the

ET will remain below 850 F at rated occupancy up to the one percentile

summer design levei (30 hours per year), except tjring unusually

calm wind conditions.

12. Forced ventilation is not considered a necessity in this building,

as the occasions when the outside air conditions woule' cause shelter

effective temperatures to rise above 85 F are normally expected to

prevail for limited periods only.

13. While the school building population exceeds the National Fallout

Shelter Survey designated capacity by approximately 300 adults and

children, these basement tests ndicate that with natural ventilation

only, it would be acceotable, from an environmental control staid-

point, to rate the shelter area at one person/!O sq.ft. of floor

area (cf., one person per 500 cubic feet ir the N.F.S.S.). This

rating would enable the total school population to be accommodated

, .. • - . .. •= . t • . .- • • - •=iP' • - -. .
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In shelter areas and, in 3 f:.•n, a number of occupants in the

less protected (lower protection factor) zbove-greund ihelter areas

could be transferred to the basement.

"Wig -..- WW-
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2.6 BASEMENT AND ABOVE-GROUND. PUBLIC SCHOOL NO. 21, NEW YORK CITY

2.6.1 Intreduction

A series of natural and forced ventilation tests was performed from

July 17 through August 1, 1964, in the basement storage room and second-

floor corridor shelter areas at Public School No. 21, 7T3 East 225th St.,

Bronx County, New York (Ref. 8). A calibration test of heat dissipation

through boundary surfaces was also performed in each shelter area.

The primary objects of these tests were

to ascertain the effect of natural ventilation (under varying
outside air conditions) on the physical environment in the
shelter;

to ascertain the effect of solar radiation and heat transfer
to and from the surroundir,g mecia on the shelter effective
temperature (ET); and further

to obtain sufficient data to predict physical environmental
conditions in the shelter at various occupancy levels and
outside we,.cher conditions.

Occupancy of the 2550-sq.ft. basement area and the 160-sq.ft. above-

grounid core area was simulated by aggregate electro-mechanical "Simocs."

For ventilation, at controlled temperatures, was supplied to the

basement shelter from the mobile OCD shelter test vehicle. For the second-

floor corridor area, updraft and crosswind ventilation was introduced

by opening windows and stairwell doors.

In addition, three tests were performed with plastic ducts, man-

jally operated punkahs and air pumps to study the ability of this air

moving and distribution equipment to improve the comfort level of the

shelter occupants. These test results are discussed 7n the appendix.

2.6.2 Description

(a) Site

Public School 21 is a three-story L-shaped building with an older

two-story wing connected to the north side. It is situated in a densely

(
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populated section of New York City. Total school population is approxi-

mately 1I1O adults and children.

The basement shelter tested was in the south wing storage room hav-

ing a floor area of 2550 square feet (see Fig. No. 11). The rated occupancy

was assumed to be one person/lO sq.ft. as it was considered that the exist-

ing mechanical ventilation system could be easily modified to provide

3 cfm/occupant in an emergency. Protection factor category is 5.

In order to separate the tested area from the boiler and fan rooms

and to limit its area to the capacity of the available Simocs, an insulated

partition was erected at the north end of the storage room. The shelter

ceiling is 12 ft. high; the south wall is buried to a height of 5 ft.,

and the east and west walls to a height of 8-1/2 ft. There are no

windows in this basement shelter area.

The above-ground shelter was in a section of the second-floor cor-

ridor and occupied a floor area of 1608 sq.ft. (see Fig. No. 12). Access

to tre shelter was from Stairwell No. I. All doors not in use during

the test period were closed and sealed. Protection factor category is 2.

(b) Equipment and Instrumentation

Shelter occupancy was simulated La the basement by six aggregate

electro-mechanical Simocs (see Fig. No. 13). An electric pump was used

to feed water to the Simocs,. Power input and moisture output were checked

aid adjusted hourly.

Two 24-channei multipoint recorders were used to record hourly

wet and dry bulb temperatures in the shelter area as well as in the

surrounding rooms and earth. Outside air conditions were obtained with

a portable psychrometer and Windscope on the school roof..
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Forced air was supplied to the shelter from the OCD test vehicle,

which contained a 4400-cfm fan. Air temperature from this test vehicle

was varied by an air washer and reheat coils, modulated by a temperature

controller. Air flow rate in the supply duct was measured by a propeller

type anemometer.

In the above-ground shelter, four Simocs were used and water was

fed to them from a graduated tank on the building roof. One 24-channel

recorder was used, and the same type of measurements and observations

were made as in the basement test (see Fig. No. 14).

(c) Tests Performed

Test Duration Shelter
No. From To Type of Test Populations

July-August
1600/17--1600/18 Natural Ventilation 255*

(Internal Circulation)
2 1700/20--1500/23 Forced Ventilation 255*

(11 cfm/person)
3 1600/23--1600/24 Forced Ventilation 255* 0

(6 cfm/person)
A 1700/24--1600/25 Shelter Calibration

(Three Levels)

4 1600/27--1600/29 Natural Ventilation 160"
(Crosswind)

5 1700/29--1600/31 Natural Ventilation 160" 0
(Updraft)

BW 1800/31--1600/oi Shelter Calibration -
(Three Levels) 0

"*These shelter populations are based on an occupancy of one per-
son per 10 sq.ft. of shelter floor area.

The Calibration Tests were performed to obtain a 'U" for the shelter

areas. As over half of the shelter wall surface in the basement was above

ground, two 'U" values were required in this case--one for the outside air

and one for the wall area in contact with the earth. All doors and windows
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were closed and sealed. Three tests were performed with different Simoc

loadings. Each test was continued until the temperature difference between

the average shelter dry bulb and the earth or the outside air dry bulb

stabilized. Three similar tests were performed in the above-ground

corridor shelter, but here only one value of 'NJ" was evaluated.

The first basement Natural Ventilation Test was performed as a modi-

fied "button-up" test; with all doors and windows in the school basement

closed except for the door leading into the shelter area. Air flow was

motivated by temperature stratification in the storage room, causing the

warmer shelter air to flow out of the top half of the doorway, and induc-

ing the cooler air in the Machinery Rooms to enter the shelter area via

the bottom half. Shelter occupancy was set at 255 persons (one person/

10 sq.ft. of floor area).

Two natural ventilation tests were performed in the second-floor

corridor shelter. The first was a crosswind ventilation test with air

flowing through the shelter from two windows in Room 202 and out of two

open windows io Room 219. The second test was an updraft test, with the

air from the shelter exiting via the stairwell to the buildinS roof.

In both cases, the shelter occupancy was simulated at 160 persons.

Also two Forced Ventilation Tests were performed in the basement

shelter in which controlled air (representing a summer day in New York

city, which would be exceeded in temperature for approximately 12 days

per annum) was supplied tc the shelter. In the first test, the flow

rate was It cfm/person and in the second test the rate was reduced to

6 cfm/person. The Simoc setting rem,. ied at 255 persons.

onow- - - rV P
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2.6.3 Observatina

1. There was a IO°F temperature stratification between the shelter floor

and ceiling In the basement shelter during the test period. This

value was only 2 F in the above-ground shelter tests.

2. In the first basement test (modified 'button-up" test) the shelter

ET rose rapidly above the 850 F ET level, and stabilized at approxi-

mately 89°F ET.

3. The values of Ue 2 0.56 and Ua 0 0.37 obtained from the Calibration

Tests for the basement shelter appeared to be approximately right

when applied to the Shelcer Heat Balance Calculations. They also

agreed with the theoretical values obtained from ASHRAE for the

building materials at the school.

4. The average calculated natural ventilation flow during the above-

ground crosswind and updraft ventilation tests was 14.7 cfm/person.

5. During the summer months, approximately 40 per cent of the basement

shelter heat load will be dissipated through the walls, floor and

ceiling to the outside air and surrounding media, for limited periods

of occupancy. But the above-ground shelter should be considered as

adiabatic for purposes of calculating heat dissipation rates during

the summer.

6. In the above-ground snelter, crosswind and/or updraft natural vent;-

lation provides a satisfactory method of inducing air flow through

the corridor. The windows selected as air intakes should be those

which face the summer prevailing wind direction (S to SW in New

York City).
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7. With the ventilating air inlet consisting of two half-open windows,

the above-ground shelter will remain below 85 F ET at rated occupancy

(assumed as 1 person/lO sq.ft. of floor area) during th, 10 percen-

tile design level outside air temperatures for New York City, except

during unusually calm wind conditions. This design level is exceeded

approximately 300 hours per annum.

8. In the windowless basement shelter area, Lhe ET will rise above 900F

at rated occupancy and 3 cfm/person of outside air, if the tempera-

ture at the latter exceeds the 25 percentile design level for New

York City (exceeded for approximately 750 hours per annum). In

order to remain below 85°F ET in tKa shelter at raced occupancy

at the 5 percentile design level, a ventilation rate of 11 cfm/person

would be required.

9. When air is naturally induced into the basement shelter from the

non-ventilated adjacent areas by temperature stratification of the

shelter air, an average flow rate of 6.5 cfm per rated occupant

results. This ventilation flow rate could probably be increased

if tne zheter door height was increased. This internal recircula-

tion of air would be more applicable to shelters (above or below

ground) with adjacent areas which woulc be unoccupied when th-

shelter was in use.

-~ - - --
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2.7 HOME BASEMENT. WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NEW YORK

2.7.1 Introduction

A series of ventilation tests, together with calibration tests of

heat dissipation through boundary surfaces and a well-water coil dehumidi-

fication test, was performed from September 9 through September 24, 1964,

in an existing basement shelter area at Building No. 2, the Lamb Estate,

Croton-on-Hudson. Westchester County, New York (Ref. 9).

Occupancy of the 900-sq.ft. shelter floor area was simulated by

aggregate electro-mechanical "Simocs.' Uncontrolled ambient air was

used in the forý.ed ventilation test, and during the natural ventilation

tests the ficw of outside air through the shelter was induced by opening

doors and boiler flue dampers.

The primary objects of the tests were

to ascertain the effect of natural ventilat~on (under vary-
ing outside air conditions) on the physical environment in
the shelter;

to ascertain the effect of heat transfer to or from the
surrounding media on the shelter effective temperature (ET);

to obtain sufficient data to predict ph,sical en.ironmental
conditions in the shelter at other occupancy levels and
outside weather conditions; and further

to check the performance of a manually-operated air pump
and well-water coil unit whet. employed to lower the shelter
ET.

2.7.2 Description

(a) Site

The building is an unattached, two-story, residential type house

with a designated shelter area in the basement--assigned a protection

factor in category J (see Fig. No. 15). It is located on rising ground

overlooking the Hudson River, and was construcLed in 1927. The build-

ing was unoccupied at the time of the test.
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The basement exterior walls are constructed of 18-i-. fieldstone

laid up in mortar, with the upper 12 in. of these walls above grade.

Floor and ceiling are of typical basement construction, with a ceiling

height of 7'-6" and a floor area of 900 sq. ft.

There are five 2 ft. x 21 ft. projected winduws--each having a

21-in. deep areaway. The basement has two doors--one leading to the

garage and the other up to the main floor.

The building is heated by a one-pipe steam radiator system with an

oil-fired boiler in the shelter area. This was not used during the test

period.

(b) Equipment and Instrumentation

Three aggregate electro-mechanical Simocs were used during the test

period (see Fig. No. l"). Water was fed by gravity from a graduated tank.

Power to each Simoc and moisture output was checked and adjusted hourly.

Twenty-two thermocouples were used to record wet and dry bulb

temperatures in the shelter area and also in the earth sink and adjacent

rooms.

Outside winoi was monitored by a Windscope mounted on the roof; the

air flow through the shelter doors was checked by a mechanical anemomeLer.

A i4.hp centritugal fi- was used in the forced ventilation te~t.

The air flow was measured in the supply duct with a thermal anemometer.

Manually-ooperated air oump and well-water coilunit:

The coil consists of a single row of eight vertical 3/1-in. O.0.

copper tubes with aluminum extended surface fins. Each tube was con-

nected to horizontal inlet and outlet headers at the bottom and top of

the unit, respectively. The air pump consists of 24 3-in. plastic sheet
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flap valves taped to a "chicken wire" network in a vertical frame which

could slide back and forth in a plywood casing.

Overall dimensions: 6'-0" high x 21-4" wide x 4'-0" deep.

Air flow through pump: 1500 cfm (2200 cfm maximum for a short time).

Assembly time: 22 man-hours.

Cost of materials: $130.

(c) Tests Performed

Test Shelter
No. From To Type of Test Population

September
IA 1900/9--]000/10 Shelter Calibration

lB 1100/10-0900/1! Shelter Calibration

IC lO00/ll-1800/ll Shelter Calibration

2 1500/14-0800/16 Natural Ventilation 135

3A 0900/16-1400/17 Natural Vb:tilation 135

38 1500/17-2400/17 Natural Ventilation 90

4 lo-00/22-1900/22 Forced Ventilation i35

5 1100/24-1900/24 Air Pump and Coil Unit Variable

The Calibration Tests were performed to obtain a 'U" for the :hel.ter

area. But, as nearly half of the shelter wall surface was above ground,

two 'U" values were required, one for outside air and one for earth.

All dobrs and windows were closed and sealed. Three tests were performed

with different Simoc loadings. Each test was continued until the temper-

ature difference between average shelter dry bulb and earth or the out-

side air dry bulb stabilized.

The Natural Ventilation Tests were performed with windows remalning

sealed (assumed to be sandbagged). Simocs were set for 135 persons, 50 per

cent above rated o;cupancy The first natural ventilation test was a[
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crosswind test with Doors A and B open. Updraft ventilation was used

In the second natural ventilation test, with the boiler chimney stack

employed as the air outlet. A Forced Ventilalion T1st was run to check

the shelter air flow rates observed and calculated during the Natural

Ventilation Tests.

The air pump and coil unit test was ce-ried out in a 'buttoned-up"

shelter condition. Simocs were adjusted to stabilize the shelter ET

at 85 F. The unit was then operated at 1500 cfm with a centrifugal fan

in lieu of manpower at an equivalent rate of 40 strokes per minute.

Temperatures were taken to ascertain a shelter heat balance and water

flow rates, and temperature drop- thruugh the coil were measured hourly.

Test continued until shelter effective temperature was again stabilized

at a low level.

2.7.3 Observations

1. During crosswind ventilation tests, the wind velocity and direction

had greatest influence on shelter ET. The crosswind test resulted

in a lower shelter ET than the updraft via boiler chimney test.

With this updraft, the ET rose above 85 F at rated occupancy, even

though the outside air was more typical of October condition3.

2. There was a 6°F temperature stratification between the shelter fi.or

and celling.

3. The values of Us a 0.47 and Ua 2 0.39 obtained from the Calibration

Test appeared to be approximately right when applied to the Shelter

Heat Balance Calculations.

4. ASNIAkE empirical formulae were not of t'se in calculating air flow

through the shelter dub to Its high internal resistance.
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5. The air pump and coil unit lowered the average shelter ET about 20F

and removed 55 per cent of the heat Input to the shelter. It also

greatly decreased condensation on the floor and walls.

6. During the summer months, approximately 36 per cent of the shelter

heat load will be dissipated through the walls, floor and ceiling

to the outsido air and surrounding media, for limited periods of

occupancy.

7. Greater natural ventilation rates are obtainable with the two shelter

access doors open than with one door and tCe boiler flue damper open.

8. With natural ventilation, the shelter ET will not rise above 850F at

rated occupancy* unless the outside air temperature increases to the

15 per cent summer design level or during unusually calm wind con-

ditions. This percentage is attin3d for approximately 450 hours

per annum, or 5 per cent of the hours in a normal year.

9. At the 5 per cent summer design level, the acceptable shelter occu-

pancy level would have to be reduced to 57 persons (one person/

15.8 sq.ft.) in order to maintain an ET below 85OF with natural

venti lat;on.

10. From the above data, mechanical forced vantilation Is not considered

to be necessary for this typlt of shelter, as the occasions when out-

side air conditions would cause uncomfortably high shelter effec-

tive tamper.tures are expected to prevail for only limited time periods.

*ated occupancy Is defined as one person per !0 sq.ft. of shelter
floor area, and for purposes of this report is equal to a total of 90
persons. In the National Fallout Shelter Survey Phase 2, a capacity of
61 persons was assigned to the central area of the basement with a
Protection Factor in category No. 3.
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2.8 UONEROUND SHELTEK. NIW CANMM, CONNECtICUT

2.8.1 Introduction

A series of natural ventilation, forced ventilation and button-.up

tests was conducted in an underaround shelter area I n Now ianaan. Connect-

icut. from February 8 through FebriAry 17. 1964 (Ref. 10).

Occupancy of the 328-sq.ft. shelter floor area was simulated by aggre-

gate valve-type "Simocs." Uncontrolled ambient air was used during the

forced ventilation tests, and the existing inlet and outlet openings

were used to induce air flow for the natural ventilation tests.

The primary objects of the test were to obtain data on the lower

limits of shelter effective temperatures (ET) under varying amounts of

outside air ventilation and varying occupancy loads; investigate some

method of increasing the shelter ETs; and further, ascertain the heat

transfer characteristics of the shelter surfaces and the surrounding soil.

2.8.2 Description

(a) Site

The shelter is located in a sparsely populated residential section

of New Canaan, Connecticut. The shelter construction consists of 9-in.

thick reinforced concrete walls, roof and fioor slabs (sea Figs. No. 16

and 17); it is completely buried under .19 inches of earth and has a pro-

tection factor of over 1000 (Category 8). This shelter is also designed

to withstand blast overpressure greater than 30 psi, and is equipped with

blast detectors and valves in its 6-in. di.,•ter Intake and exhaust

openings. Shelter equipment consIsts of a 375-cfm electric-manual blower,

a water well and pump, and an out c start, 5-kw engine generator set.

Tha engine generator set and its starting equipment is located abova grade.

The shelter consists of a 6 ft. x 10 ft. filter room and a 32 ft. x 8 ft.
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main rooin, and has a total floor area of 328 sq.ft. The filter room

has provisions for Adding CBR filters to the forced ventilation system.

(b) Eauiment and InstruMntatIon

Thermocouple locations (f r earth, shelter surfaces, shelter air and

ambient air temperatures) are as shown on Figs. No. 16 and 17. Instrumen-

tation and measurements of Simoc electric power and water consumption,

air flow rates and outside air conditions are described in detail In Ref. 10.

An aggregate valve-typc Simoc was used to simulate the shelter occupant

load. For the purposes of these tests, rated shelter occupancy was set

at 30 persons. Soil sample analysis indicated a soil conductivity value

of 19 BTU/(h-)(in.)(sq.ft.)(°F).

(c) Tests Performed

A total of twelve tests were performed in the Now Canaan Shelter

as indicated below:
Averaqe Duration

Test CFM Occu- CFM per Fo T
No. Description Averaqe Pants Occupant February

I Forced Ventilation 332 18* 18.4 1700/8--- 1500/9
2 Forced Ventilation 289 33* 8.8 1600/9--- 1500/10

3 Forced Ventilation 89 18* 4.9 1600/10---1500/11

4 Forced Ventilation 98 33* 3.0 1700/11 --- 1500/12

5 Natural Ventilation 31 32** 0.97 2000/12---1500/13

6 Button-up 0 15 0. 1800/13 --- 1500/14

7 Button-up 0 30 0. 1730/14---0900/15

8 Button-up (partially 0 30 0. 1615/15---1400/16
insulated)

9A Button-up (Main Room ful;y 0 21 0. 2300/16---0600/17
insulated)

98 Button-up (Main Room fully 0 10.5 0. 0624/17---0 ./17
Insulated)

9C Natural Ventilation (Main (Not 10.5 - 1000/17---1130/17
Room fully insulated) masured)

90 Natural Ventilation (Main (Not 21 1200/17 --- 1400//
Room fully Insulated) measuread

*Includes motorized blower load equivalent to total metabolic heat load
of three occupants.

**Includes Test Operator at 800 STU/hr.
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The first seven tests were conducted to ascertain the range of

shelter ETs likely to be encountered in an uninsulated shelter under a

variety of ventilation air flow rates and shelter occupancy conditions.

Tests 8, 9A 96, 9C and 90 were performed to determine the effects of a

radiant reflective type of insulation, when applied to part of or all of

the shelter surfaces, upon the shelter ET. Sensible hoat balance calcu-

lations wre used tw determine the heat loss through the shelter surfaces.

During Natural Ventilation Test 5, a 6-1/2 ft. high x 12-in. square stack

was periodically attached to• the shelter inlet air pipe to determire its

effect on the natural ventilation flow rate.

2.8.3 Observations

1. The New Canaan shelter has an efficient heat sink. Under normal

winter conditions (25°F dry bulb (0B) average air temperature), the

percentage of thi total shelter heat load absorbed via the shelter

surfaces and the surrounding soil ranged from about 20 per cent

with a forced air ventilation rate of 9 cfm/occupant to about 80

per cent with a natural ventilation rate of I cfm/occupant.

2. L.•w shelter ETs were encountered at a shelter occupancy loading of

I person/lO sq.ft. of floor area. The average shelter ET ranged

from 43.9°F for Test 1 (18.4 cfm/occupant) to 59.3°F for Test 5

(I cfm/occupant).

3. The application of radiant reflective type of insulating paper to

the shelter surfaces proved effective in substantially increasing

the shelter IT and the shelter 0S temperature. For similar test

cr.-,ditinn with insulation (Test 90) and without insulation (Test 5),

ti~ t;type 'l .'-nulatii material increased the shelter ET II 0 F and

the shelrtr 0S tein ra.ure 130F.
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4. The periodic attachment of a 6-1/2 ft. x 12 in, square stack to the

inlet air pipe Increased the natural ventilation al flow rate from

28 cfm to 33 cfm.

5. The test results suggest that an urdercrowded, underground shelter

with an efficient heat sink may present habitability problems far

shelter occupants during the winter months because of lower shelter

ETs. Occupants ray shut off ventilation air (either forced or natural)

in an effort to keep warm and thu. inadvertently sject themselves

to carbon dioxide toxicity. Some countermeasures against the danger

of CO2 toxicity should be taken, such as:

a) providing suitably printed shelter instruction warning shelter

occupants of the hazards if ventilation air is shut off;

b) stocking CO2 absorption agents in the shelter; and

c) supplying the shelter with a CO2 concentration level detector.

It should also be remembered that carbon monoxide is another possible

hazard due to outside fires or due to occupants smoking within the

shelter. Therefore, a CO detection system might elso be considered a

shelter requirement.

6. Application of thermal or radiant refle:Li.-a type of Insulation

materials v, the shelter surfaces is one mNthod of increasing shelter

ETs without reducing minimum shelter ventilation. Although there arq

other ways of increasing the shelter temperAtures (e.g., electric

heaters), the use of the insulating material will *lio maintain

the heat sink for posslble extended ciosuý-, or natural ventilat|oi

perloos. The Insulation eAterial could be ---*eiod by orcupants if

low shelter teeratures required it and, i• ot a later time shelter
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temperatures rose too high, then a portion of the insulation could

be removed from the shelter surfares. This would expose part of the

preserved heat sink and help to ma|ntaln tolerable shelter tempera-

tures, even when ventilating the shelter with the minimum cfm required

to prevent CO2 toxicity.

7. For underground shelters with forced ventilation systems, it may

be possible to increase (or maintain) the effectiveness of the heat

sink on a continuous basis by the addition of an indoor-outdoor thermo-

static controller such that forced air would circulate through the

shelter space whenever the outdoor temperature fell below the soil

temperature. This would also serve to exercise the ventilating

system.

Wool w- --
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2.9 UNDERGROUND SHELTER, VINCENTOWN, NEW JERSEY

2.9.1 Introduction

A series of natural ventilation and forced ventilation tests, to-

gether with a water-cooled heat exchanger test and a manual piston-type

air pump test, were conducted from Augusc 9 through August 21, 1964. in

an underground shelter at Vincentown. New Jersey (Ref. 11).

Aggregate simulated occupant machines (Simocs) were used to provide

shelter occupancy loads in this 1200-sq.ft. shelter area. Uncontrolled

ambient air was used for all forced ventilation tosts.

The main purposes of the tests were to determine the effects of

natural ventili.ioa, in the physical environment in the !,helter; to deter-

mine the effect of heat transfer to or from the surrounding soil on the

physical environmnent in the shelter; to obtain sufficient data to predict

physical environmental conditions in the shelter at varicjs occupancy

leve!s ard outside weather conditions; -to ascertain the parformance of

a water-cooled heat exchanger when used to lower the shelter effective

temperature (ET); and further to measure the performance of a manually-

operated, piston-type air pump,

2.9.2 Description

(a) Site

The Vincentown shelter, located 20 miles east of the Ph!ladelphl-

Camden area, is an underground sheiter with approximately 1200 square

feet of net f!oor area. As shown on Fig. 18, this shelter consists of 18

6 ft. by 10 ft. rooms opening into a 36-in. wide central corridcr. Two

access corridors, each an extension of the central corridor, are provided

in the shelter. The south access corridor !eads to the basement of the

nearby Frazier home; the north access corridor exits to grade via a
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concrete stairwell. The shelter gross floor area (including the access

corridor) is 1373 square feet.

The shelter floor is 4-in. thick concrete poured on top of an 8 -In.

bed of gravel; shelter walls and interior partitions are made of 8 -1n.

hollow core cinder block (cores not backfilled); the shelter ceiling is

9-in. thick reinforced concrete and the original ceiling plywood forms

(now in various stages of decay) are still in place. Soil analysis

indicates that the dry, sandy soil surrounding the shei'ter has a thermal

conductivity, K, of 8 (BTU)(in.)/(hr.)(jq.ft.)(°F). The top of the shelter

roof slab is covered by 13 to '6 in. of soil with sporadic grass growth.

The shelter has a protection factor of over 1000 (category 8).

The shelter has no forced ventilation system. Natural ventilation

air normally enters via the 30 in. x 22 in. opening (which leads to a

30-in. diameter irrigation water culvert) near the concrete stairwell at

the north access corridor; ventilation air exhausts via 4-in. diameter

pipes located in edch of the 18 6 ft. x 10 ft. rooms. Water is not avail-

able within the shelter but at least 6 in. of water normally flows in

the 30-in. diameter irrigation water culvert, 12 ft. north of the north

access corridor exit.

This shelter was designed and constructed in six working days by a

group of rural families during the Berlin Crisis of 1961. The total cash

cost of shelter construction amounted to $2300. or approximately $2/sq.ft.

of net shelter floor area.

(b) Equipment and Instrumentation

Aggregate valve-type Sinmocs were employed to simulate shelter

occupancy loads. A variety of temperature (soil, shelher surface and

shelter air) points, air flow rates, Simoc electric power a,,d water
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consumption data were recorded hourly as described in Ref. 11 and as

shown on Fig. No. 19. A portion of this instrumentation was utilized

for the water-cooled heat exchanger test conducted In shelter Room No. 3

toward the end of Ventilation Test No. 5. Frequent air flow rate meas-

urements were taken to determine the performance of a manually-operated

air pump for a variety of shelter air inlet and exhaust openings.

(c) Tests Performed

Two natural ventilation tests (Nos. 1 and 2) were performed at an

occupancy density of one person per 10 sq.ft. of net floor area, each

test utilizing a different shelter air inlet opening. Three forced air

ventilation tests (Nos. 3, 4 and 5) were conducted under various air flow

rates and occupancy load conditions. All tests used outside air; ambient

weather conditions during August 1964 were abnormally cool and most of

the outside air conditions during the test runs approximated October-

November conditions. A summary of the test runs is listed below:

Shelter

Test CFM Load* CFM/ Duration
No. Description Average (Occupants) Occupant FromuTo

1 Natural Ventilation (inlet 200 117 1.7 1300/9--1100/10
Air via Culvert Opening;
All Doors Closed)

2 Natural Ventilation (inlet 200 118 1.7 1200/10-1300/ll
Air via Door A Opening;
A:] Other Doors and Culvert
Closed)

3 Forced Ventilation 693 117 5.9 1500/11-1200/13
4 Forced Ventilation 1310 118 11.1 1300/13-1200/16
5 Forced Ventilation** 1323 168 7.9 1300/16-2100/20

*Includes instrument load of 380 watts, equivalent to approximately the total
metabolic heat load (400 BTU/person) of three occupants.

•W-ater heat exchanger test performed in Room No. 3 from 11440 to 1550 on 8/20.

The piston-type air pump tests were conducted after the termination of

Test No. 5 on August 21. The CFM output of a manually-operated, piston-type

-. - _- -- ..
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air pump with a i-in, thick fiberglass filter was measured for three

conditions of shelter resistance to air flow:

Pump Test Shelter Conditions (see Fig. No. 18)

A Mlnimum resistance (Doors A, B, doors in Frazier
basement, 30 in. x 22 in. opening to culvert and
18 - 4-in. diameter exhaust pipes all open; 36 in. x
31 in. plywood partition in corridor on pump inlet)

B Maximum resistance (same as Test A, except that
Door B was closed)

C Less than maximum resistance (same as Test B except
that 36 in. x 31 in. partition was removed)

2.9.3 Observations

I. This shelter has a relatively poor heat sin~k. The percentage of

the shelter's internal heat load that was transferred to the surround-

ing soil varied from a maximum of 30 per cent (Test 2, Natural Venti-

lation, minimum air flow rate of 1.7 cfm/person) to a minimum of

14 per cent (Test 4, maximum forced air flow rate of 11.1 cfm/person).

2. The inefficient heat sink was due to poor soil conductivity and

construction features peculiar to this shelter. These construction

features are: the location of the shelter floor above the water tab'e;

the unfilled core spaces in the concrete block walls; and the plywood

forms (in various stages of decay) on the shelter ceiling.

3. The average natural ventilation flow rate of the shelter was 200 cfm.

The average natutal ventilation flow rate for Test 2 was the same as

for Test I, even though larger area air inlets were used in Test 2

and even though higher wind velocities prevailed during Test 2.

4. The natural ventilation rate apparently was limited by the large

number of internal sheiter partitions and the size of the air exhaust

pipes. Wind velocities had small effectcn the natura; ventilation

rate because the inlet air openings were located at or below grade.
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5. With an occupancy density of one person per 10 sq.ft. of floor area

and a natural ventilation flow rate oi 200 cfm, the shelter ET rose

above 850 F, even though abnormally cool summer weather prevailed

during Natural Ventilation Tests I and 2.

6. Using a coefficient of heat transfer, U = 0.18, and a natural ven-

tilation flow rate of 200 cfm, the predicted shelter capabilities are

as follows:

Shelter Outside Air Outside Air Shelter
Eff. Temp. Temperature Percentile Occipancy

(OF) 2OFL. Design Level ,ersonsl

85 89 DB--76 WB 5 45

85 86 DB,-75 WB 10 48

85 83 DB--74 WB 15

85 79 DB--72 WB 25 60

85 <79 DB-<72 W8 >25 :17*

1Rated occupancy corresponding to one person/lO sq.ft. of floor area.

7. An unconventional manual piston-type pump, similar to the one tested

can be used to supply 1275 cfm of air usinc the existing shelter

in;et and exhaust openings at a cost of about 35W/occupant (for

rated occupancy of 117 persons).

8. Calculationi indicate that at the 5 percentile summer design level,

1275 cfm of forced ventilation will limit the shelter ET to 5 °F

at rated occupancy.

9, Test results indicate that the ET of rooms nearest the inlet air

(i.e. Room No. 15) averaged about 5°F lower than the ETs of rooms

farthest from the inlet air (i.e., Room No. 3)
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10. The results of the water-cooled heat exchanger test illustrate the

advantages of having a supply of cool water with which to maintain

tolerable shelter environmental conditions. 0.032 gpm/occupant of

60°F water removed 2600 BTU/hr from Room No. 3, while reducing its

ET from 65.5 F to 82.5°F. Additional air circulation, provided by

a directional punkah, increased the heat removal rate to 3300 BTU/hr

and decreased the ET another 1.2 F.

H1. The use of a water-cooled heat exchanger in conjunction with a

forced air system would further improve this shelter's habitability

performance. A 680F water supply is-available in the culvert

12 ft. north of the shelter.

S• • =• aom m-
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3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 High-Rise Buildinqs and Other Above-Ground Spaces

A total of five above-ground shelters were tested, of which three

(Building No. 7 of John Adams Houses, the 40 Wall St. Building, and the

AMA Building) were In high-rise buildings; the other two (Public School

115 and Public School 21) were in, respectively, four- and three-story

structures. In all cases only the central core areas, specifically the

public corridors, were tested. This does not represent all of the identi-

fied shelter space on the tested floors but is the area with the highest

protection factor.

It would be advantageous if the entire floor population could be

housed in the core area without exceeding the shelter's rated capacity

of one person per 10 sq. ft. of floor area. In Building 7 this is feas-

ible. Housing Authority regulations limit tenant population in this build-

ing to 37 persons per floor. Since hallway area is 400 sq. ft. per floor,

there is a slight surplus of space. In office buildings there are no

corresponding regulations on building population. However, standard

estimates, confirmed by the superintendents of the tested buildings,

place occupancy at about one person per 100 sq.ft. of office area. Thus,

if all occupants are to be sheltered in the core area, keeping within the

rated capacity, the ratio of office area to core area must not exceed

10:1. Although in commercial-type high-rise buildinqs the approximate

ratio of core area to rentable floor area is generally at this level,

this was not the case in the two office buildings tested. In the AMA

Building the ratio was 14:1, while in the 40 Wall St. Building It was

12.6:1. This means that in these buildings either overcrowding must be

tolerited or some of the occupants must be sheltered in lower quality

areas,
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To test the effect of overcrowding, some tests were run with densi-

ties as high as one person per 6 sq.ft. of floor area in the 40 Wall St.

Building. In this case, during days typical of a 25 per cent New York

City summer design day (but with rather high winds), the shelter effective

temperature (ET) did not exceed 800 F. In A similar test in the AMA Building,

with shelter density at one person per 6-2/3 sq.ft. of floor area, the ET

did not exceed 850 F. Thus, from a thermal standpoint alone, some summer

overload capability does exist in this type of shelter, even when natural

ventilation is used.

In general the analysis of a particular shelter for predicting the

temperature resulting from, a given occupancy load and given ventilating

air conditions must include the. sensible heat transfer-ed through shelter

boundary surfaces. However, in all five above-ground shelters the

coefficients of heat transmission (ranging from 0.21 BTU/(hr)(sq.ft.)(°F)

in the 40 Wall St. Building to 0.31 BTU/(hr)(sq.ft.)(°F) in the AMA Build-

ing) and the surface area per occupant were so low that during the summer

months the shelter should be considered as adiabatic. This means that as

a vehicle for disposing of the heat and moisture generated in the shelter,

only the ventilating air should be considered. Boundary heat losses, in

the tests generally less than 10 per cent of the total heat input, provide

at best a small safety factor.

This being the case, the only variable remaining to spec!if the

shelter temperature (under given occupancy and outside air conditions)

is the quantity of ventilating air. To study the ventilation which might

be obtained, the test program considered three genera; modes of natural

ventilation:
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(a) cross ventilation,

(b) updraft (stack effect), and

(c) closed shelter and closed builcding operation.

Where possible the results obtained were compared with the formulas

given In Chap. 24 of Ref. 12, for predicting the ventilation due to wind

forces and temperature difference forces, to test whether these formulas

give an accurate prediction of shelter ventilation.

in most tests the ventilation rate could not be measured directly

since the instantaneous rate varied rapidly. Since the Simocs vaporize

a known quantity of water vapor into the shelter air, the conservation

of water mass could be used to compute an approximate average ventilation

rate.

In the cross ventilation tests, ventflation openings varied from

8 sq. ft. to 67 sq. ft. at both inlet and outlet; winds encountered

averaged about 5 mph, with 3 maximum of about 15 mph. Ventilation rates

ranged from a low of about 4 cfm per person (;n an overload test in the

AMA Building) to a high approaching 50 cfm per person (in the Public

School 115 shelter).

Generally the formulas given ,n Ref. 12 gave reasonably accurate

results when the effectiveness of the .-ind was taken to be 0.2 to 0.25.

This is the value typical of d;agonal winds. In the two tests where

large discrepancies resulted, the formula predicted ventilation rates

higher than were obtained. But in these "ests the wind fluctuated rapidly

in velocity and direction, and it seems retsonab!e that such winds would

be less effective than a n,)re steady wind-

'wo factors present in this formula were not investigated in the

test program. First, it predi'cts that venzilation will increase linearly
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with the area of ventilation openings, and second, it assumes that

Internal resistance is negligible. Obviously, beyond some point the

opening of more windows will not measurably Increase the ventilation

rate, and If the shelter has high resistance or is disadvantageously

placed, the ventlltlon can be a great deal less than that predicted.

T hus some caution must be exercised in applying the formula, but in the

range considered in the tests it yielded reasonably accurate results.

Therefore, if data on the winds at the shelter site are available,

the cross ventilation rate can be predicted fairly accurately. Usually

the wind data available have been recorded at an observatory more or less

remote from the shelter location. During the test series the wind data

recorded at the test site were compared with those reported by the

weather bureau. It was determined that in direction they generally agreed,

but there was less correlation between the respective velocities, although

at the test site the velocity tended to average lower than at the obser-

vatory.

In the updraft tests stairwells, and in the 40 Wall St. Building,

an airshaft were used as low resistance stacks. In additicn, in one test

conducted in the basement shelter of Public School 115, the temperature

difference between the bottom and the top openings of 8-ft. high windows

provided the driving force. In every case more ventilation was obtained

when updraft was used, either alone or in conjunction with cross ventila-

tion, than when cross ventilation alone was used. The increase was least

in Building No. 7 where a relatively small, 16.5 sq.ft. stack opening

and a 34-ft. high stack were used; it amounted to approximately 100

per cent in the AMA Building and the 40 Wall St. Building where the stack

opening was 21 sq.ft. and the height 60-100 ft. Since none of the tests
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were conducted in weather as severe as, say, the 5 percent suimmer design

level, no data could be taken on the effectiveness of updraft ventilation

under such conditions. However, since the metabolic sensible heat ratio

decreases with higher dry bulb temperature, thus reducing the dry bulb

temperature differential between the shelter and outside air, it can be

postulated that updraft will not be effective under severe outside air

conditions. Evidence of this was observed, for example, in Test 2

in the AMA Building, which used both updraft and cross ventilation. Here,

during the night, when t.e dry bulb temperature was low, the ventilation

rate was almost double that obtained with cross ventilation alone, while

during the day the increase was only about 25 per cent. This means that

updraft ventilation is least available when it is needed most. Probably

the most effective application of updraft ventilation, aside from aug-

menting cross ventilation, will be to make habitable with moder-tL- out-

side air conditions an overcrowded shelter or one with poor provision

for cross ventilation.

Unfortunately the formula given in Ref. 12 for predicting updraft

ventilation proved far less sat!sfactory than the corresponding foraiula

for cross ventilation. This is due primarily to its failure to include

the air resistance in the shelter and in the stack. Generally the observed

ventilation was only about 30 per cent to 50 per cent of the predicted

rate. However, in two cases, the upstairs shelter of Public School 21

and the basement shelter of Public School 115, good agreement between

observed and predi,:ted flows was obtained, in Public School 21, where a

25-ft. high stairwell was used as the stack, the constant of proportion-

ality was determined empirically to be 8.3. In the basement shelter of

PS. 115, two updraft tests were conducted. In the first test, air ex-

hausted at the top of t'h 8-ft. windows; here a constant of 7.6 gave

,woos
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accurate results. In the second test, &n 85-ft. stairwell leading to the

roof was used as the stack. The constant of proportlonality was determined

to be 6.3. These were, however, the only cases where the formula did seem

to be accurate; generally more experience with this formula seems to be

neccLsary before it can be used to predict ventilation in fallout shelters.

In the closed shelter studies it was determined that if the shelter

itself were sealed, the low coefficients of sensible heat transmission

and the small air volume per person meant that the ET would rise within

three or four hours to above 850F. However, studies in the AMA Building

and the basement shelter of P.S. 21 showed that if the shelter were left

open and all outside windows and other openings shut, the shelter might

reain habitable for a period of hours, or even days. A mechanism of

air exchange was created by the dry bulb temperature difference between

the shelter and the surrounding area, with cooler air flowing in at the

bottom of each shelter opening and hotter air exhausting at the top.

In the AMA Building, with a temperature differential of 8°F, a total of

about 1240 cfm was observed to be flowing through three 7 ft. x 3 ft.

doors. In P.S. 21, with a 10°F temperature differential, about 1650 cfm

was flowing through one 7 ft. x 3 ft. door, and one 4 ft. x 2.5 ft. open-

ing at the bottom of the shelter wall. If a simplified model of the

openings is used, which assumes half the opening height used for inlet

and half for outlet and also assumes a linear distribution of air velocity

with respect to opening height (this agrees fairly well with velocity

measurements taken with an anemometer), the effective opening can be taken

as half the actual area and the "stack height" as half the opening height.

Using these values, the updraft formula of Ref. 12 can be applied, which

agrees with the flow ir the AMA Building if a constant of 6.4 is used,

rP,111 ! lo
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but in the case of P.S. 21 gives a flow of only half the observed rate even

if the constant of proportionality is taken as 9.4, the maximum value.

As a means of comparing the various above-ground shelters and to

give a first approximation to the maximum summer conditions under which

the shelters will r-main habitable, the New York City percentile summer

design level conditions have been determined under which the shelter ET

should not exceed 85 F, assuming natural ventilation only, when the shelter

load is one person per 10 sq.ft. of floor area. As recommended above, an

adiabatic shelter model has been used, and the ventilation openings assumed

are those actually present during the tests. Because under severe summer

conditions updraft will probably not be effective, only cross ventilation

is considered. As recommended in Ref. 12, winds of approximately half

the average summer velocity, or about 5 mph, have been assumed; either

calm or high velocity winds could materially alter the shelter ET.

The results of this calculation are given in the following table:

Assumed Ventilation
CFM % Level

Shelter CFM Per Person for 850 F

Building No. 7 880 22.0 2.5
John Adams Houses

40 Wall St. Bldg. 750 9.7 15.0

AMA Building 1160 7.2 25.0

P.S. 21 1940 12.5 10.0

P.S. 115 1740 43.5 1.0

In the case of the AMA Building this simple model probably gives an

unduly pessimistic rating. For at the 25% summer design level the dry bulb
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temperature, 78°F, is so low that some boundary heat transmission v:ill

occur, especially in this building which, because of its glass wall con-

struction, had the highest coefficient of heat transmission of any build-

Ing tested. Further, the amount of ventilation which this shelter receives

could easl'y be Increased. Fig. No. 5 shows the opening to the east of

the shmiter through which about 85 per cent of the air entering the build-

Ing short circuited around the shelter. If this path were closed off

the rating could probably be increased to the 15 per cent or 10 per cent

design level.

The above example illustrates how judicious use of building geometry

can increase the amount of ventilation which a shelter receives. Every

effort should be made to insure that when cross ventilation is used, the

only path available to the air inside the building passes through the

shelter.

Another area for discretion is the choice of ventilation openings.

The increased ventilation obtained in Test No. 7 performed in the 40 Wall

St. Building over that in Test No. 6 shows the advantage of opening win-

dows facing directly into the wind direction. For most cities the

direction of the prevailing summer wind is available (Ref. 12 or 13,

for example); shelter openings could be planned to favor winds frorn

this direction to ensure efficient cross ventilation. When building

interfaces provide natural funnels for air current, windows at the end

rather than at the sides of such a funnel should be opened.

Should radioactive particle ingress prove to be a problem, control

of ventilation openings can help to reduce the fraction reaching the

shelter. In many above-ground shelters there are outer rooms available--
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offices, class rooms, apartments--which can be used as settling chambers.

In the absence of these the openings could be chosen to maximize path

length from the 7nlet openings to the shelter area. However, until experi-

mental evidence on particle ingress is available, it is difficult to

assess how much of a problem this will be.

When using updraft ventilation, too, a judicious selection of open-

ings will maximize the amount of ventilal:ion received. Openings to the

stack should be large and the stack s':Duld be as tall as possible. It

"*s not known what the effect would be of multiple use of a siuack by

shelters on adjacent floors, but in the 40 Wall St. Building, where heat

producing equipment was located in the air shaft, five stories below "he

shelter, more updraft was obtained with this additional heat input than

without it.

However, it is probable that updraft using a stack will not be

available to the upper floors of a building, since not only do they

lack stack height but part of the air rising from below might exhaust

through these shelters, in effect ventilating the occupants with hot,

humid air from other shelters.

Even when the use of some sort of stack is not possible, shelters

can make some use of updraft merely by opening windows at the top as

well as at the bottom. The natural temperature stratification will

cause hot air to flow out at the top and cooler air to flow in at the

bottom, as was demonstrated in Test No. I in the P.S. 115 basement

shelter.

h M
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3.2 Below-Ground Spaces

3.2.1 Heat Transfer to Soil

Heat balance calculations based on Lest data for below-grcund spaces

indicate that for high shelter ventilation rates per occupant the heat

transferred to the surrounding soil is a small percentage of the total

shelter heat load (simulated occupants plus instrumentation) even though

the shelters' soil conductivities may be quite different. For example,

the New Canaan underground shelter has an efficient heat sink with a soil

conductivity of 19 BTU(in.)/(hr.)(sq.ft.)(°F) and the Vincentown underground

shelLer has a poor heat sink with a soil conductivity of 8 BTU(in.)/(hr.)(sq.ft.)

(OF). At a ventilation rate of 8.9 cfm/o-•upant, approximately 20 per cent

of the total New Canaan shelter heat load was transferred to the surrounding

soil; at a ventilation rate of II cfm/occupant approximately 14 per cent

of the Vincentown shelter heat load was transferred to the surrounding

soil. At these high ventilation rates, a large part of the shelter's total

head load is removed by the ventilating air and the heat sink plays a

minor role in heat dissipation.

Howeve,:, soil conductivity aprjrently has a pronounced effect on

the percentage of heat transferred through the shelut.; surfaces to the

surrounding media in underground shelters for low ventilation rates or

undLr button-up conditions. The New Canaan shelter's efficient heat

sink abscrbed over 80 pcr cent of the total shelter heat load at a

natuial flov rate of 0.9 cfm/occupant, whereas the Vincentclwn shelter's

relat ively poot heat sink I Muld only absorb 30 per cent of the to.al

,,hI, It,, hCat l(ad at a ndtur al lt r ate of 1.7 cfm/occulpant. It should

ti flotCd tIh.! p), t Of tfh inct t Cit. iv cY )f the Vincent oir hevat sink

.,J uIjld ht, att, ukutcd to certalil ,onstruction features (e.g., the location
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of the shelter floor above the ground watertable, the unfilled core

spaces in the concrete block walls, and the plywood forms on the shelter

ceiling) which hincered heat transfer to the soil.

Although circumstances precluded the obtaining of soil conductivity

data for the other partially-buried, below-ground spaces (home basement,

Westchester; P.S. l15 basement cafeteria; and P.S. 21 basement), the

approximate percentage of the total shelter heat load transferred to

the surrounding soil dajring high ventilation flkw rates is indicated

below:

% of Total Sur- % of Total Shelter
face Area Adja- Ventilation Rate Heat Load Trans-

Shelter cent to Soil (CFM/Occupant) ferred to Soil

Home Basement, 58 7.0 20.2
Westchester

P.S. 115 - Basement 40 9.5 20.2
Cafeteria

P.S. 21 - Basement 48 6.6 21.8

While soil conductivity is an important factor in maintaining tol-

erable environmental conditions in below-ground shelters (without bona

fide internal heat dissipation equipment) under low ventilation flow con-

ditions or button-up periods, the quality of soil conductivity exerts a

minor influence upon heat transfer to the surrounding soil for below-

ground shelters with high ventilation rates.

The calculated heat flux, based on the below-ground shelter test

data, was found to be 25 to 60 per cent higher than the recommended

ASHRAE (Ref. 12, Chap. 25, Table 5) values of below-grade heat losses

for basement walls and floors.

- ---- ,- ,-
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3.2.2 Natural Ventilation

The natural ventilation tests performed during summer weather on

below-ground shelters indicate the following levels of confidence with

rated shelter occupancy loads (assumed as one person/lO sq.ft. of floor

area):
Natural Outside Air

Vent. Percentile Sum-- Hours per
Shelter Occuants•FM. mer Desiqn Level Normal Year

Home Basement 90 630 15% 450
Westchester

P.S. 115 Base- 348 1400 12-1/2% 375
ment Cafeteria

P.S. 21 255 1685" 12-1/2% 375
Basement

Vincentown 117 200 >251/, >750

"This "natural" ventilation flow was induced from non-ventilated
adjacent areas by temperature stratification of shelter air. This was
a hypothetical case, because these adjacent areas would be used by shelter
occupants.

Air flow through a shelter can be produced by two natural effects.

First, air flow is caused by outside wind forces and is dependent on wind

speed and direction. Second, the difference in temperature between the

column of air in the outlet "stack" and the outside air induces an air

flow through the shelter which is a function of the temperature differ-

ence, the height and resistance to flow of the stack, and the effectiveness

of the inlet and outlet openings. Both effects are also dependent on the

area of the inlet and outlet openings and the resistance to flow through

the shelter. Air flow due to wind forces was cois;dered negligible for

those below-ground shelterb whc';! air intakes were either at or below grade.

As expected, the below-ground shelters with the largest air open-

ings, the Westchester home basement (two 3 ft. x 6 ft. doors) and the

P.S. 115 basement cafeteria (3 ft. x 8 ft. windows and a large stairwell)
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could maintain a shelter effective temperature (ET) of 850 F or less

under rated occupancy loads when naturally ventilated with outside air at

15 percentile and 12-1/2 percentile summer design level conditions, re-

spectively. The basement area tested at P.S. 21 has no window openings.

and the test conditions used to induce flow by temperature stratification

are hypothetical. Calculations indicate that if 3 cfm per person of forced

ventilation were provided in this basement area, the shelter ET would rise

above 90°F at rated occupancy if the outside air conditions exceeded

the 25 percentile summer design level. The Vincentown shelter has a

low natural ventilation flow rate because of the small exhaust open-

ings (18 4-in. diameter pipes) and the high resistance to flow in the

shelter. Although the New Canaan shelter also has a low natural venti-

lation flow rate, it has forced ventilation eqLipment capable of supply-

ing over 11 cfm/person at rated occupancy.

If 15 percentile summer design level conditions are an acceptable

level of confidence for below-ground spaces, then additional ventilation

and/or cooling is not required for the home basement (Westchester) and

the P.S. 115 basement cafeteria. Additional ventilation and/or cooling

would be required for the P.S. 21 basement and the Vincentown shelter.

The table below lists the additional ventilation required by the

below-ground shelters at rated occupancy with outside air at the

5 percentile summer design level conditions,

lif
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Shelter Total CFM re-

Rated * Eff , Temp. Natural Ventilation quired to Support
Shelter Occupancy (F) r CFM Occupants Rated Occupancy*

Home Base- 90 85 630 57 990
ment
Westchester

P.S. 115 Base- 348 85 1400 210 2320
ment Cafeteria

P.S. 21 255 85 1685"',": 154 2750
Basement

Vincentown 117 85 200 45 1275

'Assumed as I person/10 sq.ft. of shelter floor area,
"Mypothetical test conditions.

The inclusion of large area intake and outlet openings and low

shelter resistance into the design of below-ground shelters would not

only increase the natural ventilation flow rate but also enhance the

performance of future installations of manual or power-driven ventilation

equipment.

3.2.3 Winter Conditions

The New Canaan shelter test results suggest that unaercrowded

underground shelters (located in the northeast part of the country)

with efficient heat sinks may present habitability problems for shelter

occupants during the winter months because of low shelter effective

temperatures. Occupants may shut off ventilation air in an effort to

keep 4arm and inadvertently subject themselves to carbon dioxide toxicity.

Some measures should b, considered to lessen the possibility of

CO2 toxicity, such as: (a) providing suitably printed shelter instruc-

tions warning shelter occupants of the hazards if ventilation air is

shut off; (b) stocking CO2 absorption agents in the shelter; and (c)

supplying the shelter with a CO2 concentration level detector.

It should also be remembered that carbon monoxide is another possible

hazard due to outside fires or due to occupants smokirq within the shelter.
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Therefore, a CO detection system might also be considered a shelter

requirement,

Application of thermal or radiant reflective type of insulation

materials on the shelter surfaces is one method of increasing shelter

ETs without reducing minimum shelt.r ventilation. Although there are

other ways of increasing the shelter temperatures (e.g., electric

heaters), the use of the insulating material will also maintain the heat

sink for possible extenled closure or natural ventilation periods. The

insulation material could be applied by occupants if low shelter tem-

peratures required it; and, if at a later time shelter temperatures

rose too high, then a portion of the insulation could be removed from

the shelter surfaces. This would expose part of the preserved heat sink

and help to maintain tolerable shelter temperatures, even when ventilat-

ing the shelter with the minimum cfm required to prevent CO2 toxicity.

For undergrcuno shelters with forced ventilation systems, it may

be possible to increase (or 1naintain) the effectiveness of the heat sink

on a continuous basis by the addition of an indoor-outdoor thermostatic

controller such that forced air would circulate through the shelter lp.ice

whenever the outdoor temperature fell below the soil temperature. This

wculd also serve to exercise the ventildting system.

3.3 'ianual Ventilating .nd Coolinq Device5 and Other Meanj of Im r vin:i
Shelter Hebitpbility

Although above-ground shelters will derive sufficient ventilation

during most of the year using natural ventilation alone, below-ground

shelters may need supplemettary ventilation equipment. Furthermore,

even in above-grokind %helters stagriant areas may exist, such as the one

,ioted in the 40 Wall St. Building, where the ET was 70F to 8&F higher

I N . -P7
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than the shelter average. And in most of the tested shelters a dry bulb

temperature difference of 40F to 8°F existed between the floor and the

ceiling; this would be significant if tiered bunking were used. To

correct these iniomogeneities, some means of distributing air within the

shelter would be desirable.

On a cost-effectiveness basis simple, manually-operated pumps and

other devices may be the best means of providing the additional ventila-

tion or air distribution. To study the capabilities of such dcvices, a

number of tests were conducted, as described in appendices A, B and C,

of piston pumps, lightweight polytheylene ducts, and directional punkahs.

An additional test of a piston pump combined with a well-water fin coil

unit is described in Ref. 9, and a test of a simple water-cooled heat

exchanger is described in Ref. Hi. Many of these devices were the inven-

tion of Cresson H. Kearny, now with Oak Ridge National Laboratory. A

more recent development, producing what may be the most effective air

pump in a shelter with low resistance, involves suspending a large direc-

tional punkah in the shelter doorway, surrounded by a plywood or fabric

housing. In a test at the Protective Structures Development Center,

Fort Belvoir, Virginia, a pump of thistype delivered 5000 cfm to a shelter

without a filter, and with a 1-in. fiberglass filter, pumped 3500 cfm

into the same shelter (Ref. 14).

All of the pumps tested had in common the feature of being able to

move large volumes of a;$ with a very low expenditure of energy--in the

case of the dtrectional punkah the work rate was only 0.0067-hp to pump

more than 2400 cfm. Operating several punkahs simultaneously, it becomes

feasible to distribute air to all parts of the shelter and to fan bodies

of occupants at the same time.

- ,•- - -
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Either the directional punkahs or the plastic duct system would also

be useful to distribute air to all parts of the shelter in those shelters

where a mechanical blower is envisioned. In a dual-pu-pose shelter area

the plastic ducts have an advantage over regular ductwork in that they

may be strung on a supporting wire and stored folded, ;inobtrusively,

against one wall of the shelter, to be extended along the supporting wire

only when actually needed.

When the piston pump is combined with a water-cooled fin coil!, the

ventilating air can be cooled as well. Although more work is needed on

the r,ýost effective arrangement of such a pump and coil unit, the initial

test d(.scribed in Ref. 9 showed that, with a water flow rate of 39 lbs.

per minute and a water temperature r;se of 100F, 23,400 MU/hr or half

the heat input to the shelter was removed by the coil unit.

In the test of the simple heat exchanger described in Ref. 11, with

a water flow rate of 3 lbs. per minute and a temperature rise of 15 ,

approximately 2600 BTU/hr were removed from the shelter air. When a

punkah was used to blow the air against the exchanger, this was raised

to 3300 BTU/hr.

Thus, in shelters where well water is available, the environmental

problem is greatly alleviated. Although more developmental wcrk is re-

quired to determine the optimum equipment for utilizing this water,

some form of heat exchanger used in conjunction with a manual pump

seems to be very effective as a means for improving shelter habitability

at low cost.

In shelter areas where the ventilation air enters at one end of

the shelter and sweeps through the length of the shelter to exit at

- . . . .... . ..- I.. • , .. . .. -
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the far end, a substantial ET gradient will occur. In the Vincentown

underground shelter, which is subdivided into individual celis, the

cells farthest from the air inlet averaged 50F higher in ET than

the cells nearest the air inlet opening; the 40 Wall Street above-

ground shelter averaged a 30 to 60F rise in ET between inlet and outlet

areas. The use of electro-mechanical 3imocs probably has distorted

this effective temperature gradient between inlet and oulet areas to

a certain degree. Even though the ET gradients might decrease under

live occupancy conditions, shelter managers should recognize the need

for rotating occupants within the shelter area in order to improve

shelter habitability.
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APPENDIX A. PLASTIC DUCT TEST

A test was made in the basement shelter of Public School
21 to evaluate the practicality of using large diameter,
thin-walled polyethylene tubing in conjunction with a
mechanical blower to provide an inexpensive and unobtrusive
emergency ventilation system.

The types of duct tested and their respective costs,
based on the New York City price for polyethylene tubing of
50ý a pound (polyethylene is commonly sold by weight), were:

(1) 3 ft. diameter tube with 4 L'l. walls; cost 9•
per ft.; weight 0.18 lbs. per ft.
(2) 2 ft. diameter tube with 3 mil. vialls; cost 42
per ft.; weight 0.09 lbs. per ft.
(3) 1 ft. diameter tube with 1.25 Mil. walls; cost
1ý per ft.; weight 0.02 lbs. per ft.

Experimental intersections of these 3 ft., 2 ft., and
1 ft. diameter ducts were formed using cutting patterns and
ducL tape. In practice it was found that the 450 bends
gave no better performance than the ,0° bends while being
coesiderably harder to ma:c. Hence Cor these tests only90 intersections were used.

For the main test the arrangement of ducts shown on
Figure Al was constructed and laid on the floor of the
shelter. When the blower was turned on it was discovered
that if the tubes continued full diameter to their ooen
ends, severe fluttering resulted. This was easily eliminated
by partially constricting the ends to increase the positive
pressure inside. It was also found that at velocities
exceeding 400 fpn pronounced vibration occurred in the main,
3 ft. diameter tube. H~owcvcr, another investigator* has
routinely used a 6 ril. 2 ft. diaxieter tube at velocities
up to 2,000 fpm with no reported 'rouble, so the vibration
problem may be irlierent only in the thinner and larg-cr tubin;.

On Fijgure Al arc indicated the velocities and volumutric
flow rates reasurcd inside and -t the ends of the ducts. For
this test a reasonably even distribution pattern wo:_ obtiln•ed
i~medlately, but should adjustments be necezsary, they are
easily effected by greater or lesser constriction of thLe
several tube ends.

2B.A. Lihovlc7 et al., "Sir- ler Ventibltion Test if
200-Occupint .asemf'nt S7elter in, .lwcv:ee, Wisconsin,"
GAT' lnterim Report .RID e -5)- r2 , -on1ract OCD- 3-,,-1 j],

l, l., April ln,4.
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Subsequent to this teit one section of duct was
suspended on loops connected to a wire stretched taut near
the ceiling (see Figure A2). Since even the largest duct
weighs only 0.18 lbs. per ft., support strength is an
insignificant problem. To conserve space and to avoid
puncturing the fragile plastic, ceiling suspension is
probably the best way of mounting these ducts.

Howevar, because of their bulkiness and fragility,
some difficulty was experienced in hanging the ducts, ever
in an ezapty shelter with good illumination. To avoid the
possibly hazardous complications of assembling and hanging
these ducts during an emergency situation in a crowded
shelter, it would probably be best to prefabricate the duct
system, hang it from the supporting wire, and then store it
folded flat (accordion fashion) in a box attached to the
wall at one end of the wire.
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APPENDIX B. DIRECTIONAL PUMK1 TEST

At the conclusion of the regular test series a test
was made of Lhe feasibility of using directional punkahs to
alstributc air and to fan shelter occupants in lieu of or
as an adjunct to a conventional air distribution system.

The directional punkah was invented by 7,r. Cresson
i. Tcarny, now with Dal, Ridge National Laboratory. As
illustrated on Figure B1, it is composed of a rectangular
stecl or wooden frame (in this r~odel 36 in. by 28 in.
strung witý, mesh or parallel wires. To these wires are
fastened polyethylene flaps so mounted as to form a network
of one-way air valves. (The principl- is not unlike a
-i :phc hart> belloius which uses a single leather flap
valvc.) The punkah is suspended by hinges from a
ccililn" ,, pipe, etc. and is driven like a compound pendulum
by a cord pull which passes over a pulley and is pulled
with a vertical motion. During the power stroke the valves
close, poshin- air ahead of the punkah, while during the
recovery stroke they open, offering little resistance and
thus creating no coiunter flow of air.

A preliminary test was made of the air-moving capacity
of a single stsel frame punkah, operating alone. With
a swing of 120 and a 1.8 second. period this purnkah moved
a oecasured average of 2400 -,fn through a 31 sq. ft.
vertical plane area set 3 ft. in front of the punkah.
Air velocity in this plane avcraged 80 fpm iith. the
maximum being 225 fpm. Additional air was dis,;ributcd at
either side of this plane area, but at velcýities below
"30 fpm and hence not suitable for fanning shelter occupants.

The power required to operate this punkali was later
"eadu:-ed using a camerat cxposing SO frames per second and

a spring -auge conmected. in the pull rope. It was determined
to 5e 0.0067 ::.P.

For tic 'eoi test o2 air distribution thirteen
directioral puL:ahs--12 cri:,ely built 36 in. by 30 in.
wlooden fra::Ae "pun, O ,d the !:iore efficient 2tecl frame

te ed 3(iM' at an a •vraje height of
abouzt 2ft. 'A1bo-ve e flooor _rer the shelcer walls,
'r",.nj cI to :'ýov- air in a cloc'z-is, d.rection as shown on

.M gir ? , p........... wre Kan-ed to perrilt operation by111C p un." 1.:7 (-' --_.(...
f.e erficint o:n-:h; (. could have reduced

th'e, d' e, of o' rators to fouir r feer. )

Dir . .-:- ,,.. o',era ion air,- ow :a'siircrints were
"tIah:Cn at vnrlouno. t c. ;ips ý ' t'ao ghel ter at a hel Tht of
!, f t . above the floor. T'(-r -earre--ats are Aiv-n, on

4
- - -- -~-I---- .



Figure B2. They indicate velocities exceeding 50 fp&n over
roughly 1/3 to 1/2 the floor area of this shelter. Had
additional punkahs been installhd in the center of the
shelter, air vcPocitios exceeding 50 fpm could easily have
been achieved throughout the ertire shelter.

A more careful traverse was made at section A-A (see
Figure B2) to J-termine the volumetric distribution rate.
Through a plane area 12' wide and 9' high (over which the
minimum velocity exceeded 30 fpm) approximately 5,000 cfm
were observed to be moving. Additional air was moved to
either side of this area, but at velocities below 30 fpm and
hence not saitable for fanming shelter oncupants. Since
twelve of the thirteen punkahs used in this test were
crudely built and relatively inefficient, this figure
probably represents the minimum ventilation rate obtainable
with this arrangement. Indeed, Figure 2 shows that the
highest velocity obtained, by a considerable margin, was
located in fromt of the more efficient steel frame piukah.

Conclusions: This test indicates that directional
punkahs, even when crudely built, can be used tc distribute
large volumes of ventilating air at velocities high enough
to fan shelter occupants' bodies. The effort required to
operate the pun-kahs is minimal and by ganging them together
few people are needed to work the punkahs. Floor area
requirements are essentially zero, and by using a pulley and
a vertical stroke even the operator requires no extra space.

n P nn m7 m m -m •
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APPE!DIX C. PISTON VALvE PUM

This appendix describes the test rade in the corridor
shelter of P.S. 21 of a manual piston pump using the same
one-way valve construction as the directional punkah described
in Appendix B. This pump, illustrated on Figure Ci, is
designed to be installed in a shelter doorway; for this test
it was used with a one-inch fibcrglass filter.

The pump face measures 29 in. wide by 71 in. high. The
stroke length is 40 in. giving a total displacement of 47.6
cu. ft. per stroke.

For the test, the pump was installed in door D of the
shelter (see Drawing 8 or. page 16). Air was then pumped
into the shelter through door D and exhausted at the opposite
end through door C. The pump was operated at the rate of
60 strokes per minute (easily feasible because of the low
resistance in the shelter), and a velocity traverse was
made at nine points in the exhaust door, door C, using a
Hastings Air Meter. Average air velocity through the door
over both the power stroke and the return stroke was
determined to be 140 fpm, pulsating with the pump stroke.
(For example, at one of the traverse points air velocity
varied from 70 fpm to 190 fpm,.) Thus through the 7,ft.
by 3 ft. door approximately 2940 cfm were being pumped.
An undeternined quantity of additional air leaked through
other openings in the shelter, so this figure should be
taken as being very conservative for the total ventilation
rate.

Before and after this trial additional measurements were
made of the natural air flow through this door. The velocity
ranged from 0 to 50 fpm, moving in the direction counter
to the pumped air.

The theoretical volumetric pumping rate, based on the
volume actually displaced by the pump stroke, is 60 times
47.6 sq. ft'., or 2860 cfm. This is somewhat below the
measured flow, and probably considerably below the actual
output of the pump. The discrepancy is explained by the fact
that this pump, in displacing air, creates a partial vacuum.
Air behind the pump face is imparted momentum in filling the
vacuum, and during the return stroke the open plastic valves
of the piston offer so littlc resistance that this air
continues to flow through the pump in the desired dire"tion.
The same effect is observed in the directional pun•ah and
other similar devices. Had the pump been used without a
filter the flow would probably have been even ,,-eater. Indeed,
flow rates cxceedin3 twice the theoretical displacenent rate
have been observed when pumping air throuCh low resistrnce.
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